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ABSTRACT Oriented solid-state NMR in combination with multiple-residue-specific 15N labeling and extensive numerical
spectral analysis is proposed to determine helix conformations of large membrane proteins in native membranes. The method is
demonstrated on uniaxially oriented samples of 15N-methionine, -valine, and -glycine-labeled bacteriorhopsin in native purple
membranes. Experimental two-dimensional 1H-15N dipole-dipole coupling versus 15N chemical shift spectra for all samples are
analyzed numerically to establish combined constraints on the orientation of the seven transmembrane helices relative to the
membrane bilayer normal. Since the method does not depend on specific resonance assignments and proves robust toward
nonidealities in the sample alignment, it may be generally feasible for the study of conformational arrangement and function-
induced conformation changes of large integral membrane proteins.

INTRODUCTION

Obtaining information about three-dimensional structures,

dynamics, and functionally induced conformational changes

of membrane proteins at atomic resolution is a major chal-

lenge to gaining insights into function. Although this task is

well established for globular proteins, as manifested by more

than 30,000 structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (1),

the number of structures and complete functional descrip-

tions for membrane proteins and other proteins in insoluble

environments is still very limited. Labeling difficulties, puri-

fication, and size, especially with associated functionally and

structurally stabilizing lipids, prevent the ready use of liquid-

state NMR for structural resolution. Difficulties in crystal-

lization explain the relatively small number of structures

determined using x-ray diffraction (XRD). For proteins

where these traditional structure-determination methods fail,

any experiment that sheds light on the three-dimensional

arrangement of the protein and function-related conforma-

tional changes will be of great value for understanding

function.

Over the past decade, major efforts have been invested in

the development of solid-state NMR spectroscopy as a viable

technique for structural studies of membrane proteins (2–5).

So far, solid-state NMR studies on large membrane proteins

has mainly been focused on high-precision determination of

local structural features, such as measurement of specific

interatomic distances (5–8), ligand-receptor interactions

(9,10), or conformations of small domains of proteins (8).

Along with progress in solid-state NMR methodology, a

number of atomic-resolution protein structures from solid-

state NMR have recently been presented (11–21). These

structures are all of smaller proteins with 50–150 amino

acids, determined using magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR

for microcrystalline samples of globular proteins or for

smaller membrane peptides/proteins using oriented-sample

solid-state NMR with the peptides/proteins oriented macro-

scopically in phospholipid bilayers. Recently, efforts have

been invested in solid-state NMR characterization of larger

membrane proteins in the 7 transmembrane-helix (7TM)

class, including ‘‘powder’’- and oriented-sample studies of

bacteriorhodopsin (bR) (22–29) and the G-protein coupled

receptor CXCR1 (30), as well as MAS NMR of sensory rho-

dopsin II (31), although no structures have been presented

yet.

With the aim of resolving the structures of large mem-

brane proteins, we recently made a numerical analysis of the

potential of oriented-sample solid-state NMR for structural

analysis of the commercially important class of 7TM mem-

brane proteins, which includes G-protein coupled receptors

(GPCRs) (32). Although the analysis indicated a potential for

structural studies using multidimensional experiments for

uniformly 15N-, and in particular 13C,15N-labeled proteins of

this size, it was also clear that a prerequisite for full structural

analysis of uniformly labeled samples using oriented sam-

ples is that they align at least as well as demonstrated for a

number of smaller membrane-bound peptides reconstituted

into phospholipid bilayers (13,14,16,17). For many membrane

proteins, however, such a high degree of alignment may be

very hard to obtain, since imperfect alignment governed by
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mosaic spread appears to be an intrinsic property of a number

of smaller peptides/proteins (33–36), as well as for larger

membrane proteins in native membranes (37). The key

problem is that imperfect alignment translates into significant

line broadening and thereby inevitably increases the risks for

overlap of resonances, which cannot be resolved even using

time-costly experiments with many spectral dimensions. One

way to alleviate this problem is to reduce the number of

resonances by residue-specific labeling, even though such an

approach also reduces the structural information that can be

extracted from a single sample. Following this strategy, we

recently demonstrated that in combination with numerical

spectrum analysis it is indeed possible to obtain structural

information in form of conformations of the TM helices, in

this particular case for [15N]Met-labeled bR in native purple

membranes (27).

In this work, we propose for the first time, to our

knowledge, the use of multiple residue specific labeling in

combination with extensive computer analysis to establish

detailed structural information for large membrane proteins

in two-dimensional (2D) arrays using oriented solid-state

NMR spectroscopy. By acquiring 2D NMR spectra for

several different residue-specifically 15N-labeled samples

and exploiting advanced numerical data analysis approaches,

the number of resonances in each spectrum is kept suffi-

ciently low to allow a reliable interpretation, and by com-

bining the analysis of spectra with different residue labels, a

sufficiently large number of structural constraints is retained.

This approach, which in this study is demonstrated for bR

in native purple membranes, relieves the requirement for

extremely well-aligned samples and opens up exciting new

possibilities for structure/conformation analysis of the large

class of integral membrane proteins in native environments,

which typically is not amenable to XRD and liquid-state

NMR, nor can it be aligned sufficiently well to permit the

traditional use of oriented solid-state NMR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

[15N]Gly-, [15N]Val-, and [15N]Met-bR samples were prepared as described

elsewhere (25). In brief, the bR was grown from media containing glycine

(15N, 98%), L-valine (15N, 98%), and L-methionine (15N, 98%), respec-

tively, from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA). The purified

purple membranes were oriented on the surface of 30 thin glass plates (8 3

8 3 0.06–0.08 mm) (Paul Marienfeld, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany) by

slowly evaporating 3 mg/ml (115 mM) of purple-membrane suspension in

deionized water. Finally, the air-dried glass plates containing a total of ;20

mg (0.77 mmol) of protein, were controlled to a relative humidity of 75%,

stacked, and sealed (38).

NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker Avance 400 and Varian Unity-

INOVA 400 spectrometers, the first equipped with a Bruker flatcoil probe

and the latter with a home-built 15N/1H double-tuned flat-coil probe, both

with coil dimensions sufficiently large to accommodate the stack of ;30

glass plates oriented perpendicular to the external magnetic field. Polariza-

tion-inversion spin-exchange at the magic angle (PISEMA) (39) experi-

ments were recorded using a 1H 90� pulse length of 4 ms and CP-MOIST

(40) for a duration of 1 ms with radio-frequency (rf) field strengths of ;40

kHz on the two channels. The 15N rf field strength was increased to 45–50

kHz during the SEMA block with the 1H field strength a factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
lower. A 1H decoupling rf field strength of 65 kHz was used during

acquisition. The spectra were recorded using the following number of scans/

t1 increments: [15N]Gly-bR, 16,000/24; [15N]Val-bR, 6480/32; and

[15N]Met-bR, 8600/32, with repetition delays of 1.5 s. For all experiments,

the 1H and 15N transmitters were placed at 10 and 130 ppm, respectively,

using 15N ppm reference to liquid ammonia by an external 15NH4Cl powder

sample at 39.8 ppm and 1H ppm reference to tetramethylsilane by external

water solutions. All NMR spectra were recorded at �20�C to reduce the

effect of sample heating and improve cross-polarization efficiency. The low

temperatures were achieved using an FTS cooling system (FTS Systems,

NY) with an air flow of 20 L/min. The indirect axis of the PISEMA spectra

was scaled by a factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
to compensate for the down-scaling of the

1H-15N dipolar coupling by homonuclear decoupling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Solid-state NMR on uniaxially oriented samples enables

direct correlation between the resonance frequencies of the

nuclei residing in the protein backbone and the orientation of

the peptide planes to which they belong, relative to the

bilayer normal (in the situation investigated here, parallel to

the external magnetic field). This feature is seen in two-

dimensional PISEMA (39) spectra, which, through correla-

tion of 1H-15N dipole-dipole coupling and 15N chemical shift

of the backbone amides, give characteristic wheel-like pat-

terns for the transmembrane helices of uniformly 15N-labeled

peptides. The shape and position of the wheel pattern, re-

ferred to as a polarization-index slant-angle (PISA) wheel,

depends on the helix geometry and its orientation relative to

the membrane (32,41,42). The major challenge in the anal-

ysis of membrane proteins with more than one transmem-

brane helix is to resolve all resonances and assign them to

individual helix PISA wheels. This task is complicated by

the fact that for similarly oriented helices, the wheels may

have a very similar appearance, since the wheel shape de-

pends mainly on the helix conformation but only very little

on the primary sequence. This implies that even for samples

displaying a very high degree of alignment, a PISEMA ex-

periment would be able to resolve ;50% of the 15N reso-

nances for typical 30 kDa membrane proteins (32). For large

membrane proteins, this situation may be further compli-

cated by larger disorder of the alignment (37) leading to

broader resonances and, thereby, poorer spectral resolution.

In this study, we reduce the resolution problem by simul-

taneous analysis of multiple samples with different residue-

specific 15N labeling. This approach has several advantages:

1), each spectrum will be less crowded due to a reduced

number of resonances; 2), the separation of resonances from

different amino acids into different spectra creates an

appreciable difference between the different helices since

they differ in primary sequence, and 3), using several sam-

ples with labeling of different amino acids, it is possible to

obtain a large number of structural constraints in a combined

analysis. In the following, we will demonstrate the power of

this approach on bR, which is significantly larger than other

proteins so far subjected to detailed structural investigation
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by oriented-sample solid-state NMR. In a preliminary study

of [15N]Met-bR (27), we demonstrated that even in the case

of broad resonances and apparent low resolution, it is pos-

sible to exploit the fact that the resonance positions pro-

vide, in a sensitive manner, information about the orientation

of the peptide plane rather than amino acid assignment, with

minor perturbations due to secondary structure as typically

encountered in liquid-state or non-oriented-sample solid-

state NMR spectra. This orientational dependence of chem-

ical shift implies that any lineshape information (e.g.,

elongated, curved shape), or uneven intensity distribution

present for the broad resonances in 2D PISEMA or 1H, 15N

chemical shift correlated spectra, may numerically be

deconvoluted to unravel the presence of a given number of

resonances with different line positions, lineshapes, and

potentially intensity. Although not fully assigned, a reason-

able set of resonance positions provides, immediately, a set

of accurate constraints on the orientation of the involved

peptide planes. This is ascribed to the fact that each pair of
15N chemical shift and 1H-15N dipolar coupling is compat-

ible only with a specific set of orientational angles for the

peptide planes, or a certain set of helix-tilt and rotational-

pitch angles, provided assumptions on the participation of

the peptide planes in helical structures are imposed on the

analysis.

To demonstrate this approach, and the power of the

numerical analysis of oriented solid-state NMR spectra, a

numerical test was carried out based on the known structures

of the M1 and M2 helices of the sarcoplasmic reticulum

calcium ATPase (43) with 15N labeling of the alanine

residues (Fig. 1). As illustrated by the red labels in the ribbon

structures (Fig. 1 a) and the corresponding helical wheels

(Fig. 1 b), the M1 and M2 helices contain three and six

alanine residues, respectively. To mimic this case as closely

as possible with the analysis of the conformation of the

helices in bR, the two ATPase helices were replaced with

ideal helices with all backbone torsion angles f¼�65�, c¼
�40�. For the test, we assume that the two helices are

characterized by helix-tilt (t) and rotational-pitch (r) angles

tM1 ¼ 13.92�, rM1 ¼ 66� and tM2 ¼ 185.9�, rM2 ¼ 88�,

which, assuming typical 15N chemical shielding, 1H-15N-

dipolar-coupling tensor parameters, and line widths of 1 kHz

in the indirect (1H-15N dipolar coupling) and 10 ppm in the

direct (15N-shift) dimension, lead to the ‘‘experimental’’

spectrum in Fig. 1 c. The very large line widths were chosen

to match the condition of ‘‘nonperfectly’’ aligned samples,

and match well with our previous observations for bR (27).

In the experimental spectrum, the crosses represent the true

line positions of the nine resonances, whereas the contours

reflect the single, but shaped, resonance observed under

assumption of the given line widths. The task is now to

extract information about the helix orientations from this

spectrum using knowledge from the primary sequence alone,

along with assumptions on the torsion angles and typical

sizes of the chemical shift and dipolar coupling parameters.

FIGURE 1 (a) Structure of the M1 and M2 TM helices of the Ca21

ATPase (43). (b) Helical wheel plots of the same helices as in a, with the Ala

residues highlighted. (c, e, and g) Simulated PISEMA spectra employing

ideal helices with helix-tilt (t) and rotational-pitch (r) angles tM1 ¼ 13.92�,

rM1 ¼ �294�, and tM2 ¼ 185.9�, rM2 ¼ �88� corresponding to an

[15N]Ala-labeled version of the M1, M2 fragment of the Ca21 ATPase. (c)

Ideal simulation. (e and g) The same simulation as in c, assuming

fluctuations of up to 65 ppm/6500 Hz (e), and 610 ppm/61000 Hz (g) for

the resonance positions in the 15N chemical shift/1H-15N dipolar coupling

dimensions. The crosses in c, e, and g represent the resonance positions, and

the contour plots represent the spectra resulting from applying line

broadening of 10 ppm/1000 Hz in the 15N chemical shift/1H-15N dipolar

coupling dimensions. (d, f, and h) Simulated PISEMA spectra and

corresponding resonance positions resulting from the 100 best of 500

independent deconvolutions of the broadened spectra in c, e, and g,

respectively.
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From the primary sequence and information from hydrop-

athy plots, it is reasonable to assume that there are two

helices, and that three alanines are present in one helix and

six in the other helix, with the given positions in the primary

sequence. Combined with the assumption of ideal helix-

torsion angles, the latter information ‘‘links’’ the orienta-

tional constraints of the nine peptide planes (18 angles in

total) to the four angles, tM1, rM1, tM2, and rM2, representing

the tilt and rotational-pitch angles for the two helices. The

remaining free variables concern the lineshape of the res-

onances, where we assume Gaussian lines with identical

line width for all resonances in the two dimensions (i.e., in

total, two parameters, the linewidth in the indirect dimen-

sion and the linewidth in the direct dimension, are added as

free variables in the optimization). To keep the number of

variables low, we additionally assume that all resonances

appear in the spectrum with equal intensity, in agreement

with our previous numerical investigations (32). Using this

setup with six free variables, 100 independent optimizations

employing random starting values for all six parameters were

processed, giving the line positions of the nine resonances.

The result is given in Fig. 1 c, where the resonance positions

for all 100 independent optimizations are given by crosses:

virtually all of them overlap, and the ‘‘smeared’’ crosses are

at the line positions known from the experimental spectrum.

The orientations of the helices were determined to be tM1 ¼
14 6 1�, rM1 ¼ 66 6 5�, tM2 ¼ 186 6 1�, and rM2 ¼ 88 6

5�, as listed in Table 1, which agree favorably with the

crystallographically determined values used as input values

to the experimental spectrum. Also, the overall lineshape in

the spectrum is reproduced very well, demonstrating the

validity of the approach for a simple system with two helices

and a modest number of labels.

To shift the method more toward ‘‘realistic’’ experimental

spectra, we have repeated the same investigation but now

with the experimental spectrum created from the resonance

positions calculated from the ideal helices perturbed by

scatter of up to 5 ppm/500 Hz (Fig. 1 e) and 10 ppm/1000 Hz

(Fig. 1 g) in the 15N chemical shift/1H-15N dipolar coupling

dimensions. Although the experimental spectra in these

cases differ significantly from the ideal spectrum in Fig. 1 c,

it is still possible to determine the helix-tilt angles with quite

high accuracy from these spectra. This becomes evident from

the numerical values for the t and r values listed in Table 1,

although the precision of the calculated helix conformations

decreases as the fluctuations in resonance frequencies in-

crease. We note that the rotational pitch becomes virtually

impossible to determine as the fluctuations become large,

whereas the error limits for the helix tilts remain relatively

small. This observation is very encouraging, as it demon-

strates that even in the case of large perturbations (10 ppm/

1 kHz), the deconvolution of experimental spectra with the

assumption of ideal a-helices remains stable. However, for

larger proteins, as demonstrated below, the spectral com-

plexity increases so that employing a single amino acid

labeling is not sufficient; thus, we add information from

differently labeled samples to increase reliability and provide

unambiguous conformations of all the TM helices.

With the dual aim of demonstrating the multiple residue-

specific labeling approach for obtaining conformational

information about large (7TM) membrane proteins, and

simultaneously provide complementary structural informa-

tion, bR is an ideal system. bR is a membrane protein with

7TM helices that has attracted much interest over time, not

least because it is considered a model for GPCRs and is

relatively easy to produce in amounts compatible with the

needs for structural biology methods. Fig. 2 a gives a

schematic representation of bR based on hydropathy plots

and crystal structures (44). Here, the different labels consid-

ered in this study are highlighted in gray, and from the helix

wheel plots (Fig. 2 b) it is evident that the seven helices have

their own unique labeling pattern when considering labeling

of the Gly, Met, and Val residues. This feature provides a

potential route to determining helix conformation angles for

all seven helices, even in the case of substantial orientational

disorder (e.g., mosaic spread). The choice of labeling is a

compromise between several factors:

1. Using residue-specific labeling, only residues that are not

prone to biosynthetic scrambling may be used.

2. Abundant residues (like Gly and Val) provide many

structural constraints, but these constraints appear as res-

onances in increasingly crowded spectra, whereas dilute

residues (like Met) provide few, but quite precise, con-

straints.

3. The price of 15N-labeled amino acids depends strongly

on the amino acid type.

4. Amino acids with labeled side-chain nitrogens yield

additional resonances that may obscure the analysis.

A series of 2D PISEMA spectra for [15N]Gly-, [15N]Val-,

and [15N]Met-bR in oriented purple membranes have been

recorded, with the membrane normal parallel to the magnetic

field. These spectra are shown in Fig. 3. For each of the three

bR samples, two separate broad peaks located around 210

TABLE 1 Helix-tilt and rotational-pitch angles determined

from simulated experimental spectra for helices 1 and 2

in the Ca21 ATPase

M1 M2

DN (ppm)* DNH (Hz)* r (�) t (�) r (�) t (�)

From crystal structurey 65.7 13.92 88.2 185.94

0 0 66 6 5 14 6 1 88 6 1 186 6 1

5 500 54 6 20 16 6 4 92 6 20 185 6 2

10 1000 70 6 60 17 6 10 100 6 50 189 6 5

*The frequencies calculated from an ideal a-helix were perturbed with a

random value in the range 6DN for the 15N chemical shift and 6DNH for

the 1H-15N dipolar coupling.
yThese values represent the helix conformation for an ideal a-helix aligned

with each of helices M1 and M2 in the 1SU4 PDB structure.
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ppm and 60 ppm in the 15N chemical shift dimension are

observed, with the most intense peak, at 210 ppm, charac-

teristic of transmembrane helices. The peak at 60 ppm is

attributed to 15N signals from the loop regions and from the

N- and C-termini for the case of [15N]Gly-bR. For compar-

ison, Fig. 3 a shows the simulated PISEMA spectrum for an

unoriented ‘‘powder’’ peptide sample. It is clear that the

spectrum for a sample with no preferential ordering is sig-

nificantly different from the experimental PISEMA spectra

described here, with the most apparent difference the accu-

mulation of intensity around 60 ppm and only weak traces of

signal at higher frequencies in the ‘‘powder’’ spectrum. It is

also evident from the figure that the spectral features, al-

though not perfectly resolved, are different for the different

labeling patterns.

The PISEMA spectra for the [15N]Gly-, [15N]Val-, and

[15N]Met-bR samples form a unique possibility for obtaining

reliable information about the helix conformations, since

these spectra provide the constraints from 35–40 helix

residues as judged from the secondary-structure prediction

presented in Fig. 2. Since there are no strong helix-breaking

motifs (although a few prolines are present) in the 7TM

helices, we will assume that each of the helices may be

represented by an ideal a-helix. In support of this assump-

tion, we note that Kim and Cross (45) reported the obser-

vation that transmembrane a-helices seem to be more ideal

than is typically reported in crystal structures.

To take full advantage of the diversity in the Gly, Val, and

Met 15N-labeling pattern of the seven helices in bR, a

simultaneous numerical analysis of the three spectra has been

performed, in which the PISEMA spectra are simulated as a

function of the seven pairs of helix-tilt and rotational-pitch

angles, and these variables are optimized to yield the

minimum root mean-square (RMS) deviation between the

FIGURE 2 (a) Schematic representation of the second-

ary structure of bR based on the 1C3W crystal structure

(44) highlighting the Gly, Val, and Met residues. (b)

Helical wheel plots of the seven TM helices illustrating the

diversity of the labeling patterns for the helices achieved

by considering a combination of [15N]Gly, [15N]Val, and

[15N]Met labeling.
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simulated and experimental spectra. In addition to the helix

angles, the optimizations considered variation in the reso-

nance lineshape parameters to give the best overall match

between the experimental and simulated spectra, in agree-

ment with the estimated mosaic spread of ;5–8�, as

estimated from iterative fitting of 1D and 2D spectra for

the differently 15N-labeled bR samples. In the PISEMA

spectra, mosaic spread manifests as unique elongated line-

shapes, which is taken into consideration in our numerical

analysis. To avoid bias toward information from specific

spectra, the RMS deviation for each of the spectra was

weighted according to their signal/noise ratios as

RMS¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

nGly1nMet1nVal

+
X¼Gly;Met;Val

1

SN
2

X

+
nX

i¼1

S
exp

X ðiÞ�S
sim

X ðiÞ
� �2

 !vuut ;

(1)

where nX represents the number of data points in the

PISEMA spectra, Sexp
X ðiÞ and Ssim

X ðiÞ the intensity in the ith
experimental and simulated datapoints, respectively, in the

PISEMA spectrum with labeling of amino acid X (Gly, Met,

or Val), and SNX the signal/noise ratio for this spectrum.

Simulations were performed using SIMPSON (46,47) and

SIMMOL (47,48) simulation software. Obviously, the

numerical optimization of the 14 orientational parameters

is prone to getting trapped in local minima. To reduce the

possibility of such faulty interpretations, we performed a

series of 1000 independent optimizations and only pro-

ceeded with data analysis for the optimizations yielding the

lowest RMS deviations. To cover the 16-dimensional

parameter space as thoroughly as possible, each optimization

started with random input values for the seven helix tilts

between 0� and 30�, whereas the random values for the

rotational pitch were between 0� and 360�.

Fig. 4 a shows the sorted RMS deviations from these

optimizations, which display a monotonically growing pat-

tern with a single broad plateau. This may be indicative of

either one well-defined global minimum or a broad contin-

uum of solutions, whereas several plateaus in the RMS plot

are typically indicative of several different solutions. It is

clear from the plots of the helix-tilt angles in Fig. 4 b, in

which the 250 optimizations with lowest RMS values have

been selected, that the system here belongs to the category

having a broad continuum of solutions. This does not, there-

fore, permit selection of the best optimizations to represent

the final result because of too large a fluctuation in the tilt

angles. On the other hand, the projections of the statistical

distribution of the helix-tilt angles along the vertical axes in

Fig. 4 reveal that there are preferential values for the helix-tilt

angles for most of the helices, as observed by fits to a

Gaussian distribution function. The peak positions and half-

width half-heights of the resulting helix-tilt angle, and

uncertainty, respectively, are given in Table 2. To demon-

strate the quality of the simulations, Fig. 3, c, e, and g, reports

typical simulated spectra for the labeled residues located in

the helical regions, achieved using the helix-tilt parameters

from the simulations with the lowest RMS values. We

observe that the simulations for the three labeling patterns

are highly different and that each matches the features in the

helix part (150–220 ppm) of the corresponding experimental

spectrum in a very nice manner.

FIGURE 3 PISEMA spectra of bR. (a) Simulated powder spectrum

employing chemical shift and dipolar coupling parameters of diso¼ 120 ppm,

daniso ¼ 99 ppm, hs ¼ 0.21, and bIS ¼ 9940 Hz. (b–g) Experimental (b, d,

and f ) and simulated (c, e, and g) PISEMA spectra of (b and c) [15N]Gly bR,

(d and e) [15N]Val bR, and ( f and g) [15N]Met bR. In all spectra, the dipolar

dimension was corrected for the theoretical scaling factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
: In the

experimental spectra, we observe that minor peaks around zero frequency in

the 1H-15N dipole-dipole dimension, in particular in the loop region (;60

ppm in the 15N chemical shift dimension), are experimental artifacts.
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For evaluation of the correctness and reliability of the

method described here, average, minimum, and maximum

helix-tilt angles from a number of published structures of bR

are given in Table 2. Good agreement between the values

determined here and those previously reported by XRD

determination methods is observed for most helices. In

particular, the tilt angles for helices B–F agree with the XRD

values within a few degrees, whereas the differences are

somewhat larger for helices A and G. The origin of these

deviations is not completely understood but may be ascribed

to local variations in the peptide plane orientations (static or

dynamical), which may be translated into uncertainties in the

orientational angles of the helices by assuming ideal torsion

angles. We note that the tilts of helices A, B, D, and F seem

to be determined with quite high precision, whereas the

precision is lower for helices C, E, and G. It can be

concluded, therefore, that this method provides data of quite

high precision and reliability.

It is of interest to investigate how many different labels are

needed for an analysis of the kind presented here to be

valuable. To address this question, analysis of the possible

subsets of data using only one or two different labels was

carried out. Fig. 5 shows the results of this analysis, and it is

noted that the lower row corresponds to the tilt-angle

distributions from Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 some of the data is

missing since the labeling combination in question provided

no constraints to the particular helix tilt, and hence, these

labeling combinations represent highly undesirable combi-

nations. Overall, the results from employing three labels give

the best results in terms of narrow distributions, and

FIGURE 4 (a) Sorted RMS devia-

tions between experimental and simu-

lated PISEMA spectra including data

from [15N]Gly bR, [15N]Val bR, and

[15N]Met bR. (b–h) Helix-tilt angles

resulting from the 250 optimizations

yielding the lowest RMS deviations

(i.e., those to the left of the vertical

dashed line in a), along with plots of the

tilt-angle distributions (black lines) and

best-fit Gaussian profiles (dashed gray
lines), for helices A–G, respectively.
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furthermore, combinations without the dilute Met sample

generally provide rather poor results. On the other hand,

using only the Met sample is not a good solution either, since

helices C and F contain no Met residues, whereas helices D,

E, and G each contain only one Met residue and are hence

indistinguishable from the Met sample alone.

As with all rigid-atom structure determinations, this study

contributes more to the structure and less to the biological

understanding of bR, which is probably the most well-

characterized membrane protein of all. However, it is

important to emphasize the perspectives of applying this

method to other, less well-characterized membrane proteins,

where any structural detail provides new and important infor-

mation. For this, the potential for the technique discussed

here is very good. The main reason lies in sample prep-

aration, where this method simplifies the requirement of tra-

ditional techniques like liquid-state NMR or XRD in the

sample preparation. For liquid-state NMR studies, a ;40-

KDa protein needs to be rapidly tumbling in solution.

Although recent TROSY techniques have improved this

(49,50), it still represents the major limitation of liquid-state

NMR for studying large membrane proteins complexed with

lipids. For XRD, the major obstacle is the difficulty in

crystallizing membrane proteins and then obtaining suitable

diffraction, which, for example, manifests itself in the fact

that despite the enormous research and commercial interest

in GPCRs, only one crystal structure for this class of proteins

has been solved, namely that of rhodopsin (51), and in this

case for a ground state only. Even compared to traditional

approaches for solid-state NMR, either MAS or oriented-

sample, this method simplifies the sample preparation, since

it does not necessarily rely on high-resolution spectra and

thereby most likely will turn out successfully for proteins for

which a perfect alignment is not achievable.

Perhaps even more important, the method has good

potential for extrapolation to functional studies. By activat-

ing a membrane-embedded protein in situ, and recording

NMR spectra before and after activation, these functionally

sensitive structural elements will be resolved through dif-

ference spectra. There would therefore be no need for new

samples.

To apply this analysis to large membrane proteins of

unknown structure, we envisage that the following procedure

will be efficient. First, the putative transmembrane helices

are identified in the primary structure, e.g., based on helix-

propensity calculations, which permit a structural model

such as the one in Fig. 1 b to be established. At this point, the

primary sequence should be carefully analyzed for helix

breaking or kinking motifs such as Gly-X-Y-Pro or just Pro

residues. In the case of the presence of such motifs, each side

of the helix flanking the motif should be treated as individual

helices in the subsequent analysis. From the structural model,

it is possible to determine the labeling patterns of the helices

and choose labeled residues to maximize the difference be-

tween the helices in the NMR spectra. The rest of the data

analysis may be performed as described here.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that oriented-sample

solid-state NMR of residue-specific labeled proteins may

provide a feasible route for conformational studies of large

membrane proteins, such as the 7TM receptors. This has

been demonstrated by determining helix-tilt angles for bR on

the basis of 15N-Met, Val-, and Gly-labeled samples of bR in

FIGURE 5 Helix-tilt distributions resulting from optimizations employ-

ing only the data listed in the leftmost column for the seven helices (A–G).

Missing plots are due to the lack of data for the particular helix, and gray

plots are those with only one 15N label in the particular helix.

TABLE 2 Helix tilts for the seven transmembrane helices of bR

Helix-tilt angles (�)

Helix This work Ref. 27

Literature

average

Literature

minimum

Literature

maximum

A 13 6 5 18–22 24.0 6 1.2 22.8 27.7

B 2 6 3 1–5 4.9 6 2.2 2.0 11.3

C 7 6 15 9.0 6 2.6 0.4 10.4

D 12 6 5 8.1 6 2.4 5.0 15.5

E 10 6 10 12.9 6 1.8 9.0 16.6

F 15 6 4 14.5 6 0.8 13.3 15.5

G 7 6 10 16.0 6 0.9 15.4 18.9

Literature values represent the average, minimum, and maximum tilt angles

from a number of published bR structures (PDB entry codes 1AP9, 1AT9,

1C3W, 1FBB, 1IW6, 1KGB, 1M0L, 1QHJ, 1QM8, 1X0K, 1XJI, and 2AT9).

The tilt angles are obtained as the tilt angle of an ideal a-helix aligned with

helices from the PDB structures. The error limits on the literature average

value represent the standard deviation on the angles among the 12 structures.
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native membranes. In the cases presented here, the overall

alignments of the bR samples were relatively poor, with

mosaic spread of 5–8�, which severely hampers a more

detailed structural characterization on the one hand, but on

the other hand demonstrates that a similar analysis may be

performed for the class of large membrane proteins where

perfect alignment of the protein containing native mem-

branes is currently unavailable. It could be envisaged that the

method will find applications for studying conformation

changes upon membrane protein activation, and along with

the production of better alignment protocols, the method

may offer the possibility to determine full structures of large

membrane proteins.
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